
USHMM ROLEF Family Correspondence 
Item #1. Ltr typewritten; return address Hans Rolef 586 West 178th Street NYC 
Dated 11.25.1941 

Mrs. B.Rolef --Widdig near Bonn 
Bahnhofstrasse 26 

 
My loved ones, 
Haven’t had any news from you since your letter of October 22--receipt of which I 
acknowledged with mine of November 11 though do hope that there’ll be some air mail in 
the next few days. I haven’t had any mail from the other loved ones either. I did write in 
my earlier letter to you—of which a copy herewith-- that I heard from Ruth and Arthur 
and that, thanks be, they are well. Nothing new meanwhile as far as I am concerned. 
Thanks be, I am well and hope the same is true as far as you are concerned. In addition 
to Cuba, I am also doing what I can regarding Mexico. For the time being, everything is 
very iffy. It’s gotten pretty cold here in the last few days. I’ll only post this letter 
tomorrow as the Clipper—(the mail plane) -- is only to leave day after tomorrow. Just in 
case I should have mail from you tomorrow I could thus confirm it to you right away. 
Many good heartfelt wishes on your wedding anniversary dear Mommy and Daddy. Do 
stay well and for now all the best and many kisses from. {presumably holographic 
signature by writer) 
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Item #2 Ltr typewritten, return address and addressee as above 
Dated 12.10.1941     My loved ones, 
After an interval of four weeks, thanks be today I again had mail from you, namely your 
precious letters of October 29 and November 5 and your precious card of November 12 
and you can imagine that I was delighted to thus learn that, thanks be, you are well. I 
also had mail today from Uncle Max. Herbert had a bad lung infection and was abed for 
six weeks. Thanks be he’s fairly well again. From what they wrote I understand that he 
was outdoors for twenty minutes. All the others were healthy, thanks be. From what uncle 
Max wrote I gather they had a nice letter from Else and Hans. Meanwhile you will have 
received my letter in which I mention Ruth’s letter. Unfortunately the whole world 
situation has gotten worse of late. As to your emigration to Cuba it is something with 
which I am very busy and if the trip there should be at all possible be assured that it’ll be 
taken care of for you. It is not only a matter of money but, as you may well also have 
heard, there are money obstacles. The fact that your emigration to the US didn’t work out 
this last summer was due to the fact that, by the time you were ready, there were no ship 
booking possibilities. It is a fact that I didn’t have the money but there were others who 
had paid much earlier who didn’t get any ship booking. Kurt Moses’ mother was, I 
believe, ahead of you in the waiting list and wasn’t able to ship out either. I again 
promise to leave nothing undone in order to see to your coming here and it is terrible 
that, until now, nothing has worked out. But I still have the hope that it will work out. I 
was delighted to receive the greetings from Hamm. Of course we’ll all get together again. 
May the Almighty keep you and may He see to it that there be again peace in the whole 
world. Give my regards to uncle Sal and all our friends with, for you, my innermost 
thoughts and deepest love, Hans 
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Item #3 Postcard dated 6.13.1943  
Text handwritten ink. Return address: Bertha Rolef Theresienstadt L 306 
Addressed to: Mrs. Ilse Lewin-Hotel Metropol AROSA (Switzerland) 
Stamped text:” Answer only via the Reich Association of Jews in Germany BERLIN 
Charlottenburg 2 Kantstrasse 158. 
Nazi stamp including number (illegible in part) possibly “238”—presumably censor ID 
number.  
Posted Berlin, date illegible. 
 
Theresienstadt June 13,1943 
My loved ones, 
We are here since July of last year and continue hoping to hear from you. Postal service 
works very well here; there is mail and packages arriving on a daily basis. Thanks be we 
are healthy and we both work. We hope that you are also well and have good news from 
all our dear ones. Please do write to us! Many good things with heartfelt regards and 
kisses from uncle and your aunt Bertha. 
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Item # 4 Postcard dated 9.1.1943 
Return address and addressee as above. Readdressed to Villa Dubochet 11/II CLARENS 
Departure stamp Berlin 10.13.1943 AROSA Postal arrival stamp 10.20.1943 
Text handwritten ink. 
Theresienstadt 9.1.1943 
My loved ones, 
Although we can’t understand how come our various messages to you have remained 
unanswered, we give it another try by giving you a sign of life from us. Many of our 
acquaintances have had answers to their correspondence from there. We hope that you, 
together with your dear children and dear ones are well and hope to soon have news 
from you. Aunt Fanny and Aunt Flora both sadly passed away. Many heartfelt greetings 
for all of you and many kisses from uncle Abraham and your aunt Berta who loves you.  
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Item # 5 Postcard dated 10.19.1943 
Return address as above Langestrasse 6; addressee as above. 
Postal date stamp “Berlin 11.2.1943” 
Stamp: Answer may only be in the German language. 
Text handwritten ink. 
Theresienstadt 10.19.1943 
My loved ones! 
You can’t imagine how delighted we were to finally have news from you and especially to 
know that you dear ones are there. We were also delighted to hear from all the other dear 
ones.  Thanks be to the Almighty we are well and continue to work as heretofore. Do keep 
well and do let us hear soon, if possible from you and all the loved ones. Many heartfelt 
greetings and kisses from your Abraham and Berta who love you. 
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Item # 6 Postcard dated 2.14.1944 
Return address and addressee as above. Postal date stamp “Berlin 7.20.1944”. 
 
Theresienstadt 2.14.1944 
My dear ones, 
 We received your dear card and were delighted to have a sign of life from you. However, 
we were very surprised that you did not make any mention of our children. We do hope 
that thank G-d they are well. Doesn’t Max write anything about them? A lot of Red Cross 
letters arrived here this week; I had thought there would be one from Max inasmuch as 
he does have our address. Both of your brothers-in-law, dear Mina, also passed away. 
We do get together frequently with Rosi, Fanni’s daughter-in-law and her boys. They are 
well. We received a package from the aunt in Geneva. Do write soon again. Do keep 
well, all of you and receive our fond regards and kisses from Berta and Abraham 
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Item # 7 Postcard dated 6.21.1944 
Return address and addressee as above. Postal date stamp “Berlin 8.31.1944” 
Stamp: “Reply only with postcards in the German language via the Prague V Jewish 
council of elders (Ältestenrat der Juden in Prag V) Philipp de Monte Gasse 18. 
 
Theresienstadt 6.21.1944 
My dear ones. 
Your dear card of 4.12 gave us much pleasure. By the same token, we are delighted with 
the small packages which keep arriving and for which we thank you very much. Do keep 
writing to us frequently even when you may not have mail from us. We are still working 
and are well. Unfortunately, we haven’t had any news from dear Josef. The only one with 
whom we get together is Fannichen’s (translator: Fanny’s?) daughter-in-law and her two 
boys. They send their regards. Many good wishes, keep well and give our best to all our 
loved ones and receive many greetings and fondest kisses from your brother-in-law and 
uncle Abraham and your sister-in-law and aunt Berta 
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Item # 8 Postcard dated 7.15.1944 
Return address and stamp as above. 
Addressed to Mrs. Minna Kahn c/o Mr.Benusch Lewin AROSA (Switzerland) Hotel 
Metropol 
Postal date stamp BERLIN 8.31.1944 
 
Theresienstadt 7.15.1944 
My dear ones, 
Yesterday, we received your dear card dated 2.1 and, although long overtaken, we were 
delighted to receive it. Hopefully you will also have received our mailings. Many, many 
thanks for the periodic shipments of sardines. We are well, thanks be to the Almighty, and 
trust the same is true as far as you are concerned. Mrs. Kanter is not here. We hope to 
hear from you soon about our dear ones. A thousand good wishes to all from us and 
accept our many regards and our kisses from your loving brother-in-law and Uncle 
Abraham and from your sister-in-law and Aunt Berta 
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Item # 9 Postcard dated 8.19.1944 
Return address and addressee and stamps--all as above card #8. 
 
Postal date stamp: BERLIN 9.28.1944 

Theresienstadt 8.19.1944 
My dear ones, 
Even though we have not, in the interim, had any news from you, nevertheless I do wish 
to give you a sign of life from us. We are relatively well. Abraham is at the hospital at the 
present time but is to be well again soon. We trust that both you and our loved ones are 
well and you have good news from everyone. Did you hear anything from dear Josef? A 
thousand thanks to you and to dear Max for the packages, you won’t believe how much 
delight they give us. Do write often, many regards to all of our loved ones and receive, as 
well as dear Ilse and family, a thousand good wishes and kisses from your loving 
Abraham and your sister-on-law Berta Rolef 
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ITEM # 10: returned envelope addressed to Germany (presumably by US Postal Service 
due to suspended mail service due to WWII hostilities) 
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